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Steel Nurse tank too expensive??
Try the NurseBag & Reeler
from £21,000

New TpanispPead
Vogelsang 12m BackPac
Tramspread has collaborated with Vogelsang to produce a
new 12m BackPac Dribble Bar.
he system
combines a
Vogelsang 12m
Dribble Bar with a
Tramspread
1000m Random
Wrap reeler. Its design allows the
transport of both applicator and
hose reeler on a single linkage.
The applicator is mounted on a
heavy duty three point linkage,
and combines a rear mounted
male 0-fit A-frame to allow the
"backpacking" of the Tramspread
reeler.
The Vogelsang 12m dribble bar
has a galvanised steel frame and
the market leading ExaCut
distributor with 48 outlets at 40mm
0, the scope to handle up to
300cu an hour and the design to
cope with foreign bodies, making
the Vogelsang range of dribble
bars user friendly. Other unique
befits to the range includes stiffer
pipe end outlets that can be run
on the ground but does not affect
the accuracy of placement. all stay
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Totally enclosed storage bags
Capacities from lOOm 3 to 350m 3

*
Contact us for more information;
Tel. 01449 766133 Fax. 01449 766155
www.tramspread.co.uk
e mail - enauiriestlltramspread.co.uk

equally at 25cm spacing, keeping
crop growth even.
The Tramspread reeler has a
detachable spool which is easily
removed from the robust carrying
frame by removing two securing
pins, lowering to the ground and
moving away. One frame can
serve several spools. The spool is
rotated by twin hydraulic motors
which allow longer lengths of drag hose to be recovered at any one
time. It can comfortably hold up to
either 1 000 of 4", 1 000m of 5",
800m of 6" hose or a mixture of
both when using the easily
attached partitions.
The new machine was recently
displayed for the first time on
Tramspread's stand at the LAM MA
show and received great acclaim.
Further information available by
calling Tel: 01449 766133, email:
enquiries@tramspread.co.uk or
visit www.tramspread.co.uk
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Börger Biosetect. Separation technology that works.
The proven Borger Biosetect is now available in three sizes with maximum capacities of 20,40 or 120 m 3/hr.
Borger offers a simple, solids separator in a proven robust and retiable design, covering all your application needs
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